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UBS Bloomberg CMCI
Index Universe

The UBS Bloomberg CMCI Index family was developed
by UBS in cooperation with Bloomberg to track real
performance of commodity prices via futures contracts as
closely as possible. The UBS Bloomberg CMCI Index family
is the first to use up to five constant maturities, as well as
maintaining broad-based diversification across 27 commodity
futures contracts.
The index thus reflects the complete pricing picture and all
market opinions, whilst at the same time reducing negative
roll returns. Daily rolling of futures contracts ensures that
the average time-to-maturity of the futures contracts
tracked in the UBS Bloomberg CMCI index is kept
permanently constant, unlike most traditional indices
that only roll once a month.

The UBS Bloomberg CMCI Index family covers the most
economically significant exchange traded commodities.
The UBS Bloomberg CMCI Index universe permits investments in three dimensions:
1. Broadly diversified commodity investment in the
composite market that comprises several commodity
sectors (via the UBS Bloomberg CMCI Composite
TR Index).
2. Investment in a particular commodity sector
(for example, the energy sector via the UBS
Bloomberg CMCI Energy TR Index).
3. Targeted investment in a particular individual
commodity (for example, coffee via the UBS
Bloomberg CMCI Coffee TR Index).

Overview of the UBS Bloomberg CMCI Indices
Entire
commodity sector

UBS Bloomberg CMCI Composite Index

Energy & metals

UBS Bloomberg CMCI Energy & Metals Index

Industry focus

Energy

Industrial metals

Precious metals

Livestock

Agriculture

Single commodity
focus

WTI Crude oil
Brent Crude oil
Heating oil
Gasoil
Gasoline
Natural gas

Copper
Zinc
Aluminium
Nickel
Lead

Gold
Silver
Platinum

Live cattle
Lean hogs

Wheat
Milling wheat
Corn
Soybeans
Soybean meal
Soybean oil
Sugar
Cocoa
Coffee
Cotton
Rough rice

Source: UBS AG
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The CMCI rolling process
in comparison

Traditional indices are generally invested exclusively in
short-term futures contracts. They therefore only consider
a small proportion of the commodity market. In a contango
situation, for example at the short end of the futures
curve, this limited method which excludes futures contracts
with longer maturities will inevitably lead to negative roll
returns.

By contrast, the UBS Bloomberg CMCI index exhibits a
substantially broader diversification across the available
maturities. This allows the commodity market to be tracked
more comprehensively. The effects of any negative roll returns at the short end of the futures curve can be reduced
(and sometimes even moved into positive territory) by
switching to other maturities. We can generalize from this
to say that using all futures maturities reduces the direct
impact of the short end of the futures curve.
(Source: Bloomberg, UBS AG)

Traditional commodity indices
Price

1. buy high
Monthly rolling process

2. hold
4. reinvest
3. sell low
Maturity (time to expiration)

Price

UBS Bloomberg CMCI
Daily rolling process

Invested over the entire futures curve

Maturity (time to expiration)
Source: UBS AG, for illustrative purposes only
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Futures markets:
Contago vs. Backwardation

Contango example
'Contango' is the term for an upward sloping futures
curve. In this constellation, futures prices for later delivery
months are higher than spot prices. It is therefore more
expensive to switch (roll) to the next shortest-dated
contract, so that the number of futures contracts decreases
after rolling. This negative roll effect (roll loss) leads to a
decline in the participation rate for the relevant commodity
index.

Backwardation example
'Backwardation' is the term used to describe a downward
sloping futures curve. In this case, futures prices for later
delivery months are lower than spot prices. It is therefore
less expensive to switch (roll) to the next shortest-dated
contract, so that the number of futures contracts held
increases after the roll procedure. This positive roll effect
(roll gain) leads to an increase in the participation rate of
the relevant commodity index.

Price per futures contract

Contango: negative roll returns

Sell:
USD 40

ing
H o ld

: 9 mont
p er i o d

hs

Buy:
USD 100

Roll loss: USD 60

3 months

6 months

1 year

2 years

3 years
Maturity (time to expiration)

Price per futures contract

Backwardation: positive roll returns

Sell:
USD 80

3 months

Holdin

Roll gain: USD 30
g period: 9

6 months

Source: UBS AG, for illustrative purposes only
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months

Buy:
USD 50

1 year

2 years

3 years
Maturity (time to expiration)

Weighting procedure for UBS
Bloomberg CMCI Index family

The UBS Bloomberg CMCI Composite Index represents
the entire commodity market. The weighting of the
commodity sectors and commodity components it
contains is therefore of especial importance. (With a
UBS Bloomberg CMCI Sector Index, by contrast, it is
only the weighting of the commodity components that
is brought to bear). The multi-staged weighting process
places value both on the economic significance of the
commodities under consideration and on high market
liquidity. This is designed to track the economic significance of the individual components in the index as
closely as possible and to ensure that the individual
components of the index are actually tradable on a
daily basis at the lowest possible transaction costs.
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Sector weighting

Determining the sector weighting is the first stage in the
weighting process. The UBS Bloomberg CMCI Composite Index covers all five sectors: energy, industrial metals,
precious metals, agriculture and livestock. At sector level a
higher weighting is assigned to economic significance (two
thirds) than liquidity (one third).
Economic significance of the sector
The sector's economic significance is calculated by adding
the relevant commodity sector's share in the consumer
price index (CPI) (two thirds) and in the producer price
index (PPI) (one third) and multiplying it by the sector's
share of the gross domestic product (GDP) of the USA,
EU and Japan.

Sector liquidity
Sector liquidity is determined based on two futures
market indicators reported on the relevant exchanges:
open interest and market turnover for the relevant
commodity sector, which are each given a 50% weighting.
Open interest represents the nominal market value of the
open/outstanding futures contracts in the relevant sector.
Market turnover reflects the accumulated nominal volumes
of futures contracts traded.

Stage 1: Sector weighting
Sector's economic significance
Sector liquidity
USA
EU
Japan

(CPI (2/3) + PPI (1/3)) x GDP Weight
(CPI (2/3) + PPI (1/3)) x GDP Weight
(CPI (2/3) + PPI (1/3)) x GDP Weight

Source: Bloomberg, UBS AG
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2/3

1/3

Sector open interest 50%
Sector turnover 50%

Component weighting

The second stage of the process involves calculating the
share of the individual commodities within their allocated
sector through a process of component weighting. This
determines for example the share of WTI crude futures in
the energy sector. Economic significance and market
liquidity are also considered at the component level.
However, at this point a higher weighting is assigned to
the component liquidity for each commodity (two thirds)
than to the economic significance of the sector (one third).

Component liquidity
As at sector level, component liquidity is again determined
by two parameters on the futures market: component
liquidity is determined by the respective commodity's share
in the sector's open interest (half) and the sector's market
turnover (half) (see explanation above).

Economic significance of components
The component's economic significance is determined
by its share in the dollar value of global consumption for
each individual commodity within the relevant sector.
The greater the relative consumption of a commodity,
the greater its share tends to be in the relevant sector.

Stage 2: Component weighting
Economic significance of components

Component liquidity

Share of components
in the dollar value
of global consumption

Component's share in the
sector's open interest 50%

1/3

2/3

Component's share in the
sector's turnover 50%

Source: Bloomberg, UBS AG
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Disclaimer

This document is for information and marketing purposes only. It should not be construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction
and should not be treated as giving investment advice.
The information does not constitute advice on which
potential investors should rely. Structured transactions
are complex and may involve a high risk of loss. Prior
to entering into a transaction you should consult with
your own legal, regulatory, tax, financial and accounting
advisors to the extent you consider it necessary, and
make your own investment, hedging and trading decisions (including decisions regarding the suitability of this
transaction) based upon your own judgment and advice
from those advisors. Save as otherwise expressly agreed,
UBS is not acting as your financial adviser or fiduciary
in any transaction. The terms of any investment will be
exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including
risk considerations, contained in the Information Memorandum, Prospectus or other issuer documentation. UBS
accepts no liability and makes no warranty relating to
any information in this document which is derived from
independent sources. This document may not be copied
or reproduced without UBS’s prior written permission.
No action has been or will be taken in any jurisdiction
in which dissemination of this publication is forbidden.
Certain products and services described in this document
are subject to legal restrictions and may not be offered
in all countries on an unrestricted basis. These products
must be offered and disseminated in accordance with the
applicable selling restrictions in the jurisdictions in which
they are sold.
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“UBS AG (“UBS”) and Bloomberg Finance L.P. (“Bloomberg Finance”) (together, and/or any such other successor
sponsor(s) to the Index, the “Index Provider”) make no
representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding
the appropriateness of investing in products referenced to
the UBS Bloomberg Constant Maturity Commodity Index
(“CMCI”), commodity products in general or of the ability
of the CMCI to track commodity market performance.
In determining the constituents of the CMCI and any
amendment thereto, the Index Provider has no obligation
to consider the needs of any counterparties that have
products referenced to the CMCI. The Index Provider has
all proprietary rights with respect to the CMCI. Any thirdparty product based on or in relation to CMCI (“Product”
or “Products”) may only be issued upon the prior written
approval of UBS and Bloomberg Finance and upon the
execution of a license agreement between UBS, Bloomberg Finance and the party intending to launch a Product.
Neither UBS nor Bloomberg Finance, its affiliates and its
and their respective partners, employees, subcontractors,
agents, suppliers or vendors makes any representation
or warranty, express or implied, to the holders of the
Products or any member of the public regarding the
advisability of investing in the Product or commodities
generally or in futures particularly, or as to results to be
obtained from the use of the CMCI or from the Product.
Past performance of the CMCI is not necessarily indicative
of future results. © UBS 2016. The key symbol and UBS
are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of
UBS. UBS Bloomberg, UBS Bloomberg Constant Maturity
Commodity Index, UBS Bloomberg CMCI and CMCI are

service marks of UBS and/or Bloomberg. All rights reserved. The Index Provider and its affiliates do not guarantee
the quality, accuracy, and/or the completeness of the CMCI
or any data included therein and shall not have any liability
for any errors or omission or interruptions in the calculation
and/or dissemination of the CMCI. The Index Provider and
its affiliates makes no warranty, express or implied, as to results to be obtained by or from the use of the CMCI or any
data included therein or for any other use (whether directly
or via any product referenced thereto). Neither UBS nor
Bloomberg Finance, its affiliates and its and their respective partners, employees, subcontractors, agents, suppliers
and vendors, make any express or implied warranties, and
to the extent permitted by law hereby expressly disclaim
all warranties or merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose or use with respect to the CMCI or any data included therein. Without limiting any of the foregoing, to the
extent permitted by law, UBS and Bloomberg Finance, its
affiliates and its and their respective partners, employees,
subcontractors, agents, suppliers or vendors, disclaim any
liability for any punitive, indirect, special, or consequential
damages (including lost profits), even if notified of the possibility of such. To the extent permitted by law, Bloomberg
Finance, its affiliates and its and their respective partners,
employees, subcontractors, agents, suppliers and vendors
shall have no liability or responsibility, contingent or otherwise, for any injury or damages, whether caused by the
negligence of Bloomberg Finance, its affiliates or its or their
respective partners, employees, subcontractors, agents,
suppliers or vendors or otherwise, arising in connection
with the Product.”
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Hotline
Tel.: +41-44-239 76 76*
Institutional clients
Tel.: +41-44-239 14 66*
Intermediaries
Tel.: +41-44-239 77 60*
Wealth Management clients
Tel.: +41-44-239 68 00*

UBS AG
PO Box 8098 Zurich
E-mail: keyinvest@ubs.com
ubs.com/keyinvest
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© UBS 2016. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved.

* We would like to inform you that conversations
held on the connections marked with * may be recorded.
When you call on these lines we will assume that you
consent to this business practice.

